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6 1 Overview Overview This document amends MISRA C:2012 to accommodate the C Standard, ISO/IEC 9899:2011 [6], as introduced in MISRA C:2012 Technical Corrigendum 1 [2]. This means that code built using MISRA C:2012 and ISO/IEC 9899:2011 [6] is also MISRA C:2012 compliant. Code is
not affected by this Amendment where it was compliant with MISRA C:2012 prior to publication of this Amendment. Guidelines are unchanged. Future directions This document is part of the continuous development of the MISRA C Compliance and Guideline Attributes documents, with the intention

of harmonising MISRA compliance throughout the C product range. Any future editi 8 1 Overview 1.1 Applicability This document applies to either: This document applies to either: 1. MISRA C:2012 [4] as amended by this document, or 2. ISO/IEC 9899:2011 [6] 2.2 C language updates This
document amends MISRA C:2012 [4] to reference ISO/IEC 9899:2011 [6] with the effect that ISO/IEC 9899:2011 [6] is now supported by MISRA C:2012 [4]. 3.1 Identical Features This document amends MISRA C:2012 [4] to include version-specific features from ISO/IEC 9899:2011 [6], as follows:

Advantages of MISRA C:2012 Explicit conditional exclusion of features (GHS 7.3.1) Function-like macros for common operations (GHS 4.4.3, GHS 7.3.2, GHS 7.3.3, GHS 7.3.4, GHS 7.3.6) typedefs (GHS 3.2.3) Use of new language features (GHS 4.4.2) Additional types (GHS 7.3.5) Alignment of object
(GHS 7.3.8) Absolute storage (GHS 7.3.7) Bounds-checking interfaces (GHS 7.3.11) Borland-specific features (GHS 7.3.12) Empty clause (GHS 7.3.13) Entity-file specific features (GHS 7.3.14) Optional preprocessing (GHS 7.3.15) Basic initialisation (GHS 7.3.16) Core language (GHS 7.3.17) Deletion
of files (GHS 7.3.21) Errors (GHS 7.3.18) Extern inline (GHS 7.3.19) ISO C++ Portability issue (GHS 7.3.20) Limits of arrays (GHS 7.3.22) Miscellaneous (GHS 7.3.20) Operator attributes (GHS 5.1.1, 7.3.1) Overloaded keywords (GHS 4.4.2) Parenthesized expression (GHS 7.3.21) Storage class default

(GHS 7.3.20) Use of standard headers (GHS 7.3.24) Use of unistd.h (GHS 7.3.25) Use of unicode.h (GHS 7.3.26) Use of umask.
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this is the first version that covers the second edition. it is being released first because it catches all the changes since the second edition was published, including the new,, and plus all the improvements included in the final revision. updates the misra c codeguidelines to the new guidelines in misra c:2012-tr (7th edition), released in may 2014, and adds
rules (applicable to misra c:2012-tr (7th edition)) and notes that demonstrate misra c:2012-tr (7th edition) compliance (applicable to misra c:2012, which was published in april 2013). updates the misra c codeguidelines to the new guidelines in misra c:2012-tr (6th edition), published in april 2014. the updates are specifically targeted to the standard's
technical corrigenda and improvements. 4 clarifications amd2.88 : replace the third paragraph in rule 21.18 with: amd2.89 : replace the entry for reference 53 with: [53] iso/iec 9899:2018, programming languages c, international organization for standardization, 3 misra compliance amd2.90 : add the following as a new rule after rule 21.20: rule the

standard library function system of shall not be used category required c90 [implementation 73] c99 [undefined 175; implementation j.3.2(11), j.12(38)] c11 [undefined 186; implementation j.2(12), j.12(40)] analysis applies to decidable, single translation unit c90, c99, c11 amplification the identifier system shall not be used and no macro with this name
shall be expanded. rationale this function has undefined and implementation-defined behaviour associated with it. errors related to the use of system are a common cause of security vulnerabilities rule 22.1 amd2.91 : replace the amplification with: this rule applies to malloc, calloc, realloc, aligned_alloc and fopen rule 22.5 amd2.92 : replace the first

paragraph of the rationale with: within the section on files, the standard states that the address of a file object used to control a stream may be significant and a copy of the object may not give the same behaviour. this rule ensures that such a copy cannot be made section 9 references amd2.93 : replace the entry for reference 42 with: [42] misra
compliance:2020 achieving compliance with misra coding guidelines, isbn (pdf), horiba mira limited, nuneaton, february 2020 amd2.94 : add a new entry to the end of the list of references: [43] iso/iec 9899:2018, programming languages c, international organization for standardization, 5ec8ef588b
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